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Direct from the Source! The authoritative step-by-step guide to developing enterprise
applications for Java EE.
'ABAP Objects' comprehensively covers the new object oriented generation of SAP's
programming language ABAP.
• Presents the most recent ABAP technologies and tools through the eyes of a
developer• Includes new content on syntax enhancements, Web Dynpro, SAP
BusinessObjects integration, XML processing, Rich Islands, and more• Companion CD
includes an HTML version of the first edition, as well as code samplesNext Generation
ABAP Development is a book designed to keep seasoned developers up-to-date with
the latest techniques and technologies available in ABAP. In the second edition of this
best-selling title, follow along with a lead ABAP developer as he learns how to assess
and employ the new tools and features of ABAP within SAP NetWeaver 7.0 to 7.0
enhancement package 2 (EhP2). You'll be able to witness the entire process of building
applications: design, development, and testing of all areas. In addition, you'll also
become familiar with end-to-end object-oriented design techniques.New Tools and
FeaturesKeep your ABAP knowledge up-to-date by mastering the new tools and
features of ABAP within SAP NetWeaver 7.0 to 7.0 EhP2.Real-World ExamplesLearn
about new possibilities in ABAP by exploring example scenarios related to the fictional
development project discussed throughout the book.Brand New ContentExplore
completely new content about ABAP syntax enhancements, Web Dynpro, XML
processing,SAP BusinessObjects integration, and more.ABAP Troubleshooting and
Web ServicesFind expanded and updated information about ABAP troubleshooting and
Web Services.CD ContentBenefit from a CD that contains code samples and an HTML
version of the first edition of this book.Highlights• Workbench tools and package
hierarchy• ABAP syntax enhancements• Data Dictionary objects• Data persistence
layer• Shared memory objects• ABAP and SAP NetWeaver Master Data•
Management• XML processing and XSLT• SAP Interactive Forms by Adobe
Das LPI Level I Zertifikat (Linux Professional Institute) gibt den Personalentscheidern
die Sicherheit, über das Know How des jeweiligen Bewerbers urteilen zu können. Mit
diesem Buch erhalten Sie das komplette Wissen, das Sie zum Bestehen der Prüfung
benötigen. Der Autor ist langjährig in der Linux/Open Source-Thematik zu Hause und
führt den Leser Schritt für Schritt sicher durch alle Themen- und Prüfgebiete.
Broadcast News Writing, Reporting, and Producing, 7th Edition is the leading book
covering all aspects of writing and reporting the news. It identifies the key concepts and
terms readers need to know in the news gathering and dissemination process, and
provides practical, real-world advice for operating in the modern day newsroom. New to
the seventh Edition are profiles of working journalists who give readers a glimpse into
the working life of modern reporters, producers, and directors. This new edition also
covers important aspects of the use of social media, drone journalism, and digital
technology. A new chapter on portfolio development will assist readers in developing
the skills to advance in their careers. The text has also been updated to reflect new
industry standards in modes of information gathering and delivery, writing style, and
technology. Additional features include: Key words at the start of every chapter,
identifying important terms and definitions; End of chapter summaries, which allows
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readers to review the chapter’s main points; "Text Your Knowledge", which helps
readers quiz themselves on important concepts; Chapter-by-chapter exercises, which
readers can apply to a chapter’s themes; A companion website featuring video tutorials
of necessary skills for journalists, including how to arrange lighting structures, how to
hold a microphone, and how to properly conduct an interview.
Whether you're entering data, using SAP software on a daily basis, or need a
foundational knowledge of navigating the SAP system, this book offers detailed steps
and screenshots that walk you through the processes you need to do your job: logging
on to the system, navigation and maintenance, creating reports, printing, and more.
SAP HCM - A Complete TutorialPackt Publishing Ltd
SAP Query Reporting is everything an SAP user needs to know to create your own
reports in SAP using Query tools, no programming required! Designed as a hands-on
learning aid, you will be able to follow along and perform each new skill learned on your
own SAP system. The book's tutorial style, step-by-step instruction will teach you
everything you need to know to use the SAP Query tools, including its configuration,
advanced usage, and integration to Microsoft. Additionally the book gives best business
practice recommendations for the technology and internal business use of the tools.
Learn to: Understand query security, table reads, and table joins Perform basic and
advanced calculations Incorporate pictures and graphics into reports Configure
shortcuts and tran codes, schedule jobs and email PDFs Utilize SAP Reporting with
Microsoft Office applications
In this book, noted expert Andrew Okungbowa explains SAP Asset Accounting (FI-AA) in SAPERP, including its associated business benefits, and guides you through the considerable
complexities of SAP-ERP configuration. Using FI-AA for fixed asset management enables you
to manage assets in multinational companies across a broad range of industries and produce
reports to meet various needs in line with legal requirements. Configuring SAP-ERP can be a
daunting exercise, however, and there are few resources that address these issues. Asset
Accounting Configuration in SAP ERP fills that resource gap by covering the major aspects of
SAP FI-AA for anyone with SAP experience and the basic accounting knowledge and
bookkeeping skills necessary to apply configuration. It provides configuration explanations in
the simplest forms possible and provides step-by-step guidance with illustrations and practical
examples. What You'll Learn “li>In-depth coverage of FI-AA syllabus How to configure FI-AA
accounting in SAP How to integrate FI-AA accounting with other SAP modules How to explain
the functionalities of SAP FI-AA Knowledge gained from real-world practical examples and
case studies Who This Book Is For The key target audience for this book includes SAP
consultants, developers, accountants, support organizations and beginners. It is also a
resourceful learning manual for universities and institutions whose curricula covers SAP-ERP
Asset Accounting.
This best-seller has been fully updated for Crystal Reports XI (extreme insight) -- the first jointly
developed release of this leading report writing and analysis software since the acquisition of
Crystal Decisions by Business Objects. Readers will learn to create visually appealing reports
that communicate content effectively using helpful features such as charts, complex formulas,
custom functions, sorting and grouping, Business Views, and more. Publishing and viewing
reports on the Web is also explained in detail. NEW coverage includes: All the new user
interface elements; New Dynamic/Cascading Parameter Fields; and, Using Crystal Reports
with Business Objects Enterprise XI.
Would you read information presented like this? No. It’s just not natural. Sometimes
presentation is almost as important as content. When you create a report, the goal is to provide
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information for readers in a format they can readily understand. Crystal Reports 10 For
Dummies, the latest version of the most popular report writer in the world, shows you how to
create simple or sophisticated reports, turning data into interactive, actionable reports that
convey what’s happening in your business. You can progress cover-to-cover or use the index
to find out how to: Give your reports more pizzazz by using the correct fonts, color, drop
shadows, graphic elements, and more Integrate elements from multiple, non-database sources
Group sort, total result sets, cross-tab reports, and add formulas, charts, or maps Print reports
Use customized Business Views gleaned from the same information to provide each reader
with information he or she needs to know without spilling all the beans, sales figures, marketing
information, or whatever Present multi-dimensional data in OLAP (Online Analytical
Processing) cubes Get ideas from sample reports on the companion Web site Written by Allen
G. Taylor, nationally known lecturer, teacher, and author of over 20 books, including Database
Development for Dummies, Crystal Reports 10 For Dummies makes it crystal clear how to:
Store your information securely in Crystal Repository Use Crystal Analysis 10 to display OLAP
data so you and your report’s readers can analyze the information in an online environment
Use Crystal Enterprise to put Crystal Reports online for viewing by hundreds or thousands of
people in your organization Whether you want to dazzle your company’s CEO and
shareholders, motivate the sales force, or simply share database information cogently, with
Crystal Reports 10 For Dummies you not only make your point, you an impression. When your
reports look professional, you look professional.
Understand how SAP Project System supports the entire lifecycle of your project, from
planning to invoicing Learn how to customize, maximize, and use the full potential of SAP
Project System Align your business processes with the different phases of SAP Project System
3rd edition, with new features from SAP ERP 6.0, EHP5 and 6 Don t let projects stress you out
any longer get them under control with this book From development, to planning, to controlling,
and to invoicing, no essential project step or function is left out. You'll get started with a
thorough introduction to the functions and customization of SAP Project System. After
mastering the basics, you'll learn how to map specific business processes and execution, carry
out the different phases of project management, and much more. All Phases of the Project
Cycle Whether you re interested in project planning, budgeting, implementation, invoicing, or
reporting, find comprehensive coverage of all project phases. Overview of Structures Learn
how to efficiently use work breakdown structures, networks, milestones, and statuses.Editing
and Maintenance Functions Find out how to handle tools such as Project Builder and Project
Planning Board, use the field selection and mass change functions, and more. Integration
Scenarios Explore how to use SAP Project System in combination with other project
management tools, including Open PS for Microsoft Project and SAP Portfolio and Project
Management. Updated for EHP5 and 6 Discover new functions from the two latest
Enhancement Packages, as well as SAP Enterprise Project Connection (also relevant for
users with older releases as of 4.6C]). Highlights Work breakdown structure and network
Milestones, documents, statuses, and versions Tools for master data maintenance Scheduling
and planning Budgeting functions External services and internal activities Revaluation,
overhead rates, interest calculation Results analysis, cost forecast, settlement Project
Information System: Structures and Financials Open PS for Microsoft Project SAP Portfolio
and Project Management
Updated for the latest database management systems -- including MySQL 6.0, Oracle 11g,
and Microsoft's SQL Server 2008 -- this introductory guide will get you up and running with
SQL quickly. Whether you need to write database applications, perform administrative tasks, or
generate reports, Learning SQL, Second Edition, will help you easily master all the SQL
fundamentals. Each chapter presents a self-contained lesson on a key SQL concept or
technique, with numerous illustrations and annotated examples. Exercises at the end of each
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chapter let you practice the skills you learn. With this book, you will: Move quickly through SQL
basics and learn several advanced features Use SQL data statements to generate,
manipulate, and retrieve data Create database objects, such as tables, indexes, and
constraints, using SQL schema statements Learn how data sets interact with queries, and
understand the importance of subqueries Convert and manipulate data with SQL's built-in
functions, and use conditional logic in data statements Knowledge of SQL is a must for
interacting with data. With Learning SQL, you'll quickly learn how to put the power and
flexibility of this language to work.
Perform fast interactive analytics against different data sources using the Trino highperformance distributed SQL query engine. With this practical guide, you'll learn how to
conduct analytics on data where it lives, whether it's Hive, Cassandra, a relational database, or
a proprietary data store. Analysts, software engineers, and production engineers will learn how
to manage, use, and even develop with Trino. Initially developed by Facebook, open source
Trino is now used by Netflix, Airbnb, LinkedIn, Twitter, Uber, and many other companies. Matt
Fuller, Manfred Moser, and Martin Traverso show you how a single Trino query can combine
data from multiple sources to allow for analytics across your entire organization. Get started:
Explore Trino's use cases and learn about tools that will help you connect to Trino and query
data Go deeper: Learn Trino's internal workings, including how to connect to and query data
sources with support for SQL statements, operators, functions, and more Put Trino in
production: Secure Trino, monitor workloads, tune queries, and connect more applications;
learn how other organizations apply Trino
Do you need to learn SAP for your day-to-day work? Get the detailed steps and screenshots
that walk you through the processes you need to do your job. Get comfortable with logging on
to and navigating the system, maintaining your data, creating reports, printing, and so much
more. Whether youre entering data, automating tasks, or building your foundational knowledge
of the SAP system, this book has your back.
SAP ABAP (Advanced Business Application Programming) offers a detailed tutorial on the
numerous features of the core programming platform, used for development for the entire SAP
software suite. SAP ABAP uses hands on business oriented use cases and a valuable
dedicated e-resource to demonstrate the underlying advanced concepts of the OO ABAP
environment and the SAP UI. SAP ABAP covers the latest version (NetWeaver 7.3 and SAP
application programming release 6.0) of the platform for demonstrating the customization and
implementation phases of the SAP software implementation. Void of theoretical treatments and
preoccupation with language syntax, SAP ABAP is a comprehensive, practical one stop
solution,which demonstrates and conveys the language’s commands and features through
hands on examples. The accompanying e-resource is a take off point to the book. SAP ABAP
works in tandem with the accompanying e-resource to create an interactive learning
environment where the book provides a brief description and an overview of a specified
feature/command, showing and discussing the corresponding code. At the reader's option, the
user can utilize the accompanying e-resource, where a step-by-step guide to creating and
running the feature’s object is available. The presentation of the features is scenario oriented,
i.e. most of the features are demonstrated in terms of small business scenarios. The eresource contains the scenario descriptions, screen shots, detailed screen cams and ABAP
program source to enable the reader to create all objects related to the scenario and
run/execute them. The underlying concepts of a feature/command are conveyed through
execution of these hands-on programs. Further exercises to be performed independently by
the reader are also proposed. The demonstration/illustration objects including the programs
rely on some of the SAP application tables being populated, for example an IDES system
which is now a de facto system for all SAP training related activities.

Maximize the impact and precision of your message! Now in its fourth edition, the
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Microsoft Manual of Style provides essential guidance to content creators, journalists,
technical writers, editors, and everyone else who writes about computer technology.
Direct from the Editorial Style Board at Microsoft—you get a comprehensive glossary of
both general technology terms and those specific to Microsoft; clear, concise usage and
style guidelines with helpful examples and alternatives; guidance on grammar, tone,
and voice; and best practices for writing content for the web, optimizing for accessibility,
and communicating to a worldwide audience. Fully updated and optimized for ease of
use, the Microsoft Manual of Style is designed to help you communicate clearly,
consistently, and accurately about technical topics—across a range of audiences and
media.
Utilize the power of SQL queries to bring Business Intelligence to your small to mediumsized business with this book and eBook.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology
news and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning
Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series
and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
This is the eagerly-anticipated revision to one of the seminal books in the field of
software architecture which clearly defines and explains the topic.
A lot of SAP professionals start their careers as programmers and focus on turning
functional specifications into technical specifications and writing code. First Steps in
SAP ABAP (Advanced Business Application Programming) is the resource that every
beginner needs to have. You will learn how to write your own ABAP code step by step
and progressively build your own ABAP application. - Step-by-Step instructions for
beginners - Comprehensive descriptions and code examples - A guide to create your
first ABAP application - Tutorials that provide answers to the most commonly asked
programming questions Get a head start on SAP ABAP! This book provides you with
the tools you need to get started with a job as an SAP ABAP programmer
Basic Principles of Query Reporting Learn about the relationships between
QuickViewer, user groups, the InfoSet, and SAP Query. This book explains how to
localize tables and which query utilities support you in your work.All Major Query
Features Discover everything you need to know about selection and layout variants,
drilldown functions, icons, ABC analyses, and much more.Designing User-Friendly
Reports Master challenging reporting requirements, including ABAP coding. Utilize
ranked lists and statistics, Microsoft Excel integration, and much more.Query
Administration How do you transport queries? How do you improve performance? What
do you need to consider with regard to authorizations? Here, you find the answers to
these questions and others.Immediately Usable Queries for DownloadHighlights·
Fundamentals - SAP Tables and Table Links - QuickViewer, SAP Query, Query Utilities
· Query Functions - InfoSet and SAP Query in Detail - Selection and Layout Variants Traffic Light Icons, Drilldown, Graphics, and ABC Analyses· Designing User-Friendly
Queries - Statistics and Ranked Lists - ABAP Fundamentals - Integration with Microsoft
Excel· Query Management - Transport System - Data Retrieval and Function Modules Authorizations and Transaction Creation· Real-Life Examples
SAP Analytics Cloud is overflowing with visualization options. Charts, tables, drilldowns,
geomaps--if you can dream it, you can design and build it. Learn how to create a
dashboard for any use case, from acquired data dashboards and responsive mobile
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dashboards to HR dashboards using SAP SuccessFactors data. Follow step-by-step
instructions to structure your data, choose the relevant features, and then implement
them. Contains custom-designed dashboards for each chapter! Highlights include: 1)
Dashboard design 2) Live data connections 3) Acquired data dashboards 4) Planning
dashboards 5) Responsive mobile dashboards 6) SAP SuccessFactors dashboards 7)
Qualtrics dashboards 8) R visualizations 9) Analytics designer 10) SAP Digital
Boardroom
This book provides administrators with essential information on Oracle databases as
well as their interaction with SAP systems. First, you'll learn how best to plan or extend
an effective, secure system landscape. The authors show you how to analyze and
optimize the performance of hardware, operating system, database, and SAP system
as well as which parameters and tools you can use to monitor them. An entire chapter
deals with the critical aspects of backup, recovery, and restore, describing different data
backup concepts, BR*Tools, the Oracle Recovery Manager, and various backup
strategies in detail. In addition, the authors tackle advanced topics, such as Java and
SAP NetWeaver BI. By bridging the gap between basic background knowledge and reallife instruction, this book assists you in solving concrete administration problems,
structuring the operation of your system to achieve higher performance, and improving
data security and availability.

Whether you're new to ABAP, or you've been developing for years, this is the
resource for you. Build your foundation with basic programming concepts and
tools, then take it to the next level with modifications and enhancements for your
ABAP code. Design reports and screens, develop applications using dialog
programming, create interfaces, and more. Your ultimate reference guide to the
world of ABAP is here! a. Everything ABAP Learn everything there is to know
about ABAP. Start with keywords, syntax, tools, data types, and events. Then
level up and master user interaction, exception handling, dialog and dynamic
programming, and more. b. Programming Techniques Get to know techniques
like object-oriented and procedural programming and how they relate to ABAP.
Master modularization, inheritance, data encapsulation, and leverage existing
features and functionality without having to reinvent the wheel! c. Debugging and
Testing Writing code is one thing, making it work is another! Learn how to debug
code using the classic and new debuggers, and put your programs to the test
using tools like ABAP Unit and the code inspector. 1) Architecture and
environment 2) Syntax, keywords, structures, and tables 3) User interaction 4)
Modularization 5) Persistent data 6) Dialog and dynamic programming 7) Reports
and forms 8) Interface development 9) Modifications and enhancements 10)
Debugging and testing
Implementing SAP R/3: The Guide for Business and Technology Managers
provides a framework and a complete plan that enables business and technical
managers to take the optimal decisions that are necessary for the successful
implementation of SAP in their organizations. It presents the details needed to
plan and present confidently a case for choosing SAP, without ever asking the
software vendor or involving the vendor's personnel.
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Governance, risk, and compliance—these three big letters can add up to one giant
headache. But GRC doesn't have to be a boil on your corporate behind. SAP
GRC For Dummies untangles the web of regulations that confronts your
company and introduces you to software solutions the not only keep you in
compliance, but also make your whole enterprise stronger. This completely
practical guide starts with a big-picture look and GRC and explains how it can
help your organization grow. You'll find out why these regulations were enacted;
what you can do to ensure compliance; and how compliance can help you
prevent fraud, bolster your corporate image, and envision and execute the best
possible corporate strategy. This all-business handbook will help you:
Understand the impact of Sarbanes-Oxley Control access effectively Color your
company a greener shade of green Source or sell goods internationally Keep
your employees safe and healthy Ensure that data is kept secret and private
Manage information flow in all directions Enhance your public image through
sustainability reporting Use GRC as the basis for a powerful new corporate
strategy Complete with enlightening lists of best practices for successful GRC
implementation and conducting global trade, this book also puts you in touch with
thought leadership Web sights where you can deepen your understanding of
GRC-based business strategies. You can't avoid dealing with GRC, but you can
make the most of it with a little help from SAP GRC For Dummies.
The Education of Little Tree tells of a boy orphaned very young, who is adopted
by his Cherokee grandmother and half-Cherokee grandfather in the Appalachian
mountains of Tennessee during the Great Depression. "Little Tree" as his
grandparents call him is shown how to hunt and survive in the mountains, to
respect nature in the Cherokee Way, taking only what is needed, leaving the rest
for nature to run its course. Little Tree also learns the often callous ways of white
businessmen and tax collectors, and how Granpa, in hilarious vignettes, scares
them away from his illegal attempts to enter the cash economy. Granma teaches
Little Tree the joys of reading and education. But when Little Tree is taken away
by whites for schooling, we learn of the cruelty meted out to Indian children in an
attempt to assimilate them and of Little Tree's perception of the Anglo world and
how it differs from the Cherokee Way. A classic of its era, and an enduring book
for all ages, The Education of Little Tree has now been redesigned for this twentyfifth anniversary edition.
Rely on this robust and thorough guide to build and maintain successful test
automation. As the software industry shifts from traditional waterfall paradigms
into more agile ones, test automation becomes a highly important tool that allows
your development teams to deliver software at an ever-increasing pace without
compromising quality. Even though it may seem trivial to automate the repetitive
tester’s work, using test automation efficiently and properly is not trivial. Many
test automation endeavors end up in the “graveyard” of software projects. There
are many things that affect the value of test automation, and also its costs. This
book aims to cover all of these aspects in great detail so you can make decisions
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to create the best test automation solution that will not only help your test
automation project to succeed, but also allow the entire software project to thrive.
One of the most important details that affects the success of the test automation
is how easy it is to maintain the automated tests. Complete Guide to Test
Automation provides a detailed hands-on guide for writing highly maintainable
test code. What You’ll Learn Know the real value to be expected from test
automation Discover the key traits that will make your test automation project
succeed Be aware of the different considerations to take into account when
planning automated tests vs. manual tests Determine who should implement the
tests and the implications of this decision Architect the test project and fit it to the
architecture of the tested application Design and implement highly reliable
automated tests Begin gaining value from test automation earlier Integrate test
automation into the business processes of the development team Leverage test
automation to improve your organization's performance and quality, even without
formal authority Understand how different types of automated tests will fit into
your testing strategy, including unit testing, load and performance testing, visual
testing, and more Who This Book Is For Those involved with software
development such as test automation leads, QA managers, test automation
developers, and development managers. Some parts of the book assume handson experience in writing code in an object-oriented language (mainly C# or Java),
although most of the content is also relevant for nonprogrammers.
This book is a simple tutorial guide with practical issues and their solutions,
aimed at enabling readers to implement the various features of the SAP HCM
module. If you are familiar with ERP products, and would like to leverage
knowledge and fine-tune your configuration skills, then this book is for you. This
book is aimed at readers who want to learn about SAP HCM and its most popular
functionalities.
This definitive guide is a must-have resource for the day-to-day use of Financial
Accounting with SAP. Using clear, simple step-by-step instructions and detailed
screenshots, you will learn how to perform key activities in the core areas of SAP
General Ledger, Asset Accounting, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable,
Banking, and the Special Purpose Ledger. Each section starts with quick
reference material such as transaction codes, tables, and menu paths, and ends
with easy-to-use answers to frequently asked questions and problems commonly
encountered by users. Day-to-Day Solutions Discover practical, detailed
guidance for the day-to-day use of Financial Accounting with SAP ERP
Financials, including troubleshooting and problem-solving information. Quick
Reference Take advantage of Quick Reference boxes at the beginning of every
section to immediately identify the key pieces of information you need. All Key
Functions Detailed Find all of the major subcomponents of Financial Accounting
with SAP ERP Financials covered here: SAP General Ledger, Asset Accounting,
Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Banking, and the Special Purpose
Ledger.FAQ and Troubleshooting Tips Get expert insight into everyday problems
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and the answers you need. Hands-On Format Learn in an interactive, hands-on
way through the use of screenshots, menu paths, and transaction codes
throughout the book. Highlights * SAP General Ledger * Organizational Entities in
Financial Accounting * Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable * Asset
Accounting * Banking * Special Purpose Ledger * Transaction Codes * Tables
and Program Codes
More people write for The Associated Press than for any newspaper in the world,
and writers-nearly two million of them-have bought more copies of The AP
Stylebook than of any other journalism reference. It provides facts and references
for reporters, and defines usage, spelling, and grammar for editors. There are
separate sections for journalists specializing in sports and business, and
complete guidelines for how to write photo captions, file copy over the wire,
proofread text, handle copyrights, and avoid libel. This edition of The AP
Stylebook keeps pace with world events, common usage, and AP procedures.
This IBM® Redbooks® publication presents a general introduction to the latest (current)
IBM tape and tape library technologies. Featured tape technologies include the IBM
LTO Ultrium and Enterprise 3592 tape drives, and their implementation in IBM tape
libraries. This 17th edition includes information about the latest TS4300 Ultrium tape
library, TS1155 Enterprise tape drive, and the IBM Linear Tape-Open (LTO) Ultrium 8
tape drive, along with technical information about each IBM tape product for open
systems. It includes generalized sections about Small Computer System Interface
(SCSI) and Fibre Channel connections, and multipath architecture configurations. This
book also covers tools and techniques for library management. It is intended for anyone
who wants to understand more about IBM tape products and their implementation. It is
suitable for IBM clients, IBM Business Partners, IBM specialist sales representatives,
and technical specialists. If you do not have a background in computer tape storage
products, you might need to read other sources of information. In the interest of being
concise, topics that are generally understood are not covered in detail.
SAP S/4HANA Finance has transformed the CO-PA landscape! Learn about the
updates and developments to profitability analysis in SAP S/4HANA Finance, and then
configure your new system with step-by-step instructions and screenshots. Start with
the basics: master data, actual value flow, and data enrichment. Then learn how to
migrate your existing SAP ERP data into SAP S/4HANA Finance. The future of CO-PA
with SAP is here!
Discover the next generation of BI with this guide to SAP Analytics Cloud! Get your
data into the system and see which data models to use in which situations. Next, learn
about stories--how to create visualizations for them, publish them, and enhance them.
With information on using SAP Analytics Cloud for financial planning, predictive
analytics, dashboard creation, and more, this book is your one-stop shop! Highlights
include: 1) Data modeling 2) Stories 3) Visualizations 4) Dashboards 5) Financial
planning 6) Predictive analytics 7) SAP Analytics Cloud, analytics designer 8) SAP
Digital Boardroom 9) SAP Analytics Hub 10) Data integration 11) Configuration
"See how SAP S/4HANA will change your BI processes! Explore the embedded
analytics architecture and data model to learn how to perform analytics on live
transactional data. Business user? Walk step-by-step through SAP Smart Business
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KPIs and multidimensional reporting. Analytics specialist? Master the virtual data model
and creating KPIs. Jack of all trades? Create CDS views, apply custom fields and logic,
or see what's coming up with machine learning. This is your complete guide to SAP
S/4HANA embedded analytics!"-Copyright: 002886a5858f619e92710ad86d162c6e
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